A detailed analysis of the decays in Right of negative E' mesons and hyperons, obtained with the 48-in. cloud chambers in Pasadena, is presented. The principal results are the following:
1.Two new fully measurable~events add to the already strong evidence for the existence of this particle.
2. E' events with a single charged secondary are shown to be most consistent with the E 2 and E"'2 decay modes.
3. An analysis of 7 Caltech events is shown to lead to a Q value of 65%3 Mev, and a 50/0 con6dence lower limit to the lifetime of 4.6)&10 ' sec. A rough upper limit to the lifetime of 2X10 sec, based on the predictions of the strangeness theory, is obtained. Angular correlations among the " secondaries are studied, but the statistics are insufficient to permit any significant conclusion. An additional event which is most easily interpreted as a ™» decay is discussed.
4. The V events which are neither E nor are shown to have a lifetime less than or equal to (1.52 0. »~' ) X3.0 '0 sec and a I'* value, based on their transverse momentum distribution, of 197&7 Mev/c. These values correspond satisfactorily with the presently known properties of the Z hyperon.
5. It is estimated from a comparison of the numbers of identi6ed 's and V 's that the fraction of A. ' particles which decay into charged secondaries is greater than 0.40 o.~i +0", and can, insofar as the present data are concerned, be as high as unity.
All errors quoted in the above results are 50% confIdence limits.
I. INTRODUCTION XOWLED GE of the properties of positively charged hyperons and heavy mesons has been greatly increased recently as a result of the production of these particles under highly controllable conditions in large accelerators and the analysis of their decays at rest in photographic emulsion stacks. ' Indeed the great precision possible in this way has diminished the value derived from studies of the decays of positively charged V particles in cloud chambers.
On the other hand, because negative mesons and hyperons brought to rest in emulsions interact rather than decay, information on their decay schemes and other properties must be obtained from observations of decays in Right. For this reason, magnetic-cloudchamber studies of negative particles can contribute important information.
The data presented in this paper were obtained with the 48-in. magnet cloud chambers in Pasadena. During 3-, ' years of operation, 3 w events and 115 V events were obtained out of about 50000 photographs. Although some discussion of a part of these events has been given in earlier reports, ' ' the present paper pro 
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(1) 's were completely eliminated by considering only transverse momenta above 150 Mev/c, and essentially all E 's were removed by including only events with &P)1 whose decay occurred less than 3X10 " sec after they had left the production layer above the chamber.
The mean P* value for the remaining group of events was obtained from the measured transverse momenta by an averaging procedure similar to the one described in an earlier report, ' great care being used to eliminate biases. The result so obtained from a study of 19 events is P*= (197&7) Mev/c, where the quoted error is the probable error. It is estimated that the possible presence of E 's in this sample can cause this value to be too high by at most 2 Mev/c. Table VI gives data on 6 events whose P* values were obtained from knowledge of the secondary momenta and primary ionizations, but for which no measurements of primary momenta were possible. It is estimated from the number of identified heavily ionizing E particles that roughly 3 unidentified E 's should occur.
D. P* Distribution of V -Events
Thus the 6 events under consideration are probably not all E 's. The P* values obtained from these events are in excellent agreement with the result of the Pz distribution analysis presented above, and are also consistent with the P* value of the E 2 decay mode. In view of the impurity of the sample, the calculation of any average value is meaningless.
E. Identification of V -Events
From the analysis given in Secs. IVB and IVC the main properties of that part of the U sample which is 
